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A Device for the Indirect Observation of Organized Matter:
Instructions for Use

This device is intended for learning the details of structures we can not 
directly see. Reserve your time on the device long in advance– be prepared 
to work through the night, if necessary.

The equipment is both specialized and composed of parts you may recog-
nize from elsewhere. Be prepared to conduct repairs as needed. Watch out 
for radiation exposure levels, which may increase with repeated use. Security 
clearance is required.

Begin with the idea that on a basic level we don’t know what is going on and 
work up from there. Note the tessellated structure of the organized matter 
before you. Keep in mind the planes of symmetry in your sample and adjust 
alignment in the device as needed. Repeat. You need to know what you are 
looking at in order to imagine how to see it. Invisible light is absorbed into 
and reflected off of multiple surfaces, allowing us to view all sides at once. 
Notice how symmetry changes with different inputs to the system. Many 
small independent factors give rise to unpredictable complex behaviours.

Analyze the resulting patterns. Run as many trials as you can. Your theoreti-
cal model may resemble the sample you cannot observe directly, but how 
will you know what details you’re missing?

This device is reserved for someone else after you are done with this exam-
ination. Please don’t leave the building with the device key in your pocket.

By Cameron MacKeen

In physics and in life we look for reasons, and usually we strive to break 
down our understanding to fundamental concepts. There is beauty in sim-
plicity, but the world is not simple. If we know the electronic energy levels in 
hydrogen and oxygen, can we predict the shape of a snowflake next winter? 
Phenomena emerge when transitioning from a one-body problem to a 
many-body problem, and it is the interactions of simple systems that induc-
es a theory: more is different.

From time to time, Cam MacKeen zips over the hill to the synchrotron at 
SLAC in order to collect x-ray absorption data of various powdered crystals. 
Fine oscillations due to the self-interference of an ejected electron's wave-
function provide him with information about the local structure. When study-
ing crystal structure it is helpful to think of balls and sticks, but what scien-
tists observe is far from that. Fortunately,  order and symmetry emerge as a 
lattice of quintillions of atoms, and Cam wants to know how they are 
arranged and how they vibrate. To find this out, he drinks coffee, loads the 
sample in a decades old cryostat, exposes the sample to a brilliant x-ray 
beam, and stares at a squiggle crawl across the screen as the clock strikes 
4AM. Carefully analyzing this data can reveal the physical origin of anoma-
lous behavior and phase transitions exhibited by these materials. With 
knowledge scientists can exploit special characteristics; one day our refrig-
erators won't need a liquid refrigerant and our solar panels won't contain 
silicon. Until then and thereafter, the complexity of nature demands us to 
push into the unknown indefinitely.
 

 

 


